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Firstly, I would like to say that I became a member of Golden Era 
Production 12 years ago after having been in the Sea Org in Los Angeles 
for 7 years.  I specifically aspired to work here at this level.  The reason for 
this is that I have experienced gain, enlightenment, functional, physical 
and spiritual advance with the technology of Scientology that I am forever 
grateful for.  And, as anyone finding something that they know has truly 
helped them, I was eager to similarly assist others, and here at Gold assist 
them on a broad basis.   
 
From my post I work with the staff.  I truly LOVE working with the staff 
here and I adore them. They have come from so many places and there is 
such a diversity amongst them.  While they all share the same purpose 
each is quite unique and individual.  Nevertheless, they’ve all devoted 
their lives to the helping of others.  And so, they deserve to be helped, 
assisted and tended to in any way possible.  And this is what I work 
toward. 
 
I am over the area that seeks to assist the staff in many ways, whether to 
make them more competent on their posts or to assist them as individual 
people with their personal needs. This goes between, spiritual guidance, 
medical attention or just being there to hear what they have to say.   
 
I love working and helping people.  This is something that has been a 
personal desire in me since I was a child.   I can’t think of any better people 
on Earth to assist and render help and tend to the needs of than those who 
have selflessly devoted themselves to doing the same for others.   
 
I believe I share this with the rest of the internal personnel who get the 
opportunity to closely work with and for these very valuable individuals.   
 
So, hearing that someone is trying to make less, or worse—utter venomous 
lies and twist and slant the true purpose of why we are all here affronts 
me, personally.   
 
Because of work and products produced here at Gold, Scientology is 
growing and we have now opened many new Churches across the Globe 
and had our biggest year of technical releases ever.  So I can only imagine 
that a sinister few seek to tell such lies for the purpose of stopping the help 



we give.   Otherwise, who are they seeking to help with doing so…?   Their 
pocket book?   
 
I’d also like to say that I’ve had the opportunity to work near or with Mr. 
David Miscavige on occasion.   The thing that personally struck me is how 
aware he is of the individual staff viewpoint.  This is down to the crew 
steward, even the gardener!   Despite his extraordinarily and impossible 
schedule, he some how finds the time to look into any staff concerns that 
he happens to come across.     This literally ranges from the staff having 
what they need in terms of adequate medical attention,  being comfortable 
in one’s uniform, making sure that berthing is adequate and comfortable 
for the staff, even little details such as making sure that there is enough 
storage space for the staff to be able to store ski equipment in the summer.   
Despite hardly knowing me when I arrived here, he thought he noticed me 
looking a little down (although I was just pensive).  But he stopped me to 
make sure I was doing okay, (how he even had time for that, I have no 
idea!).     I feel this probably comes from the fact that he is not someone 
who appeared at the top. He started from positions in the bottom and 
worked his way up over many years.    Anyone who meets him, and I 
mean ANYONE (including those who are being paid to issue false 
utterances against him) is aware instantly of the care Mr. Miscavige has in 
seeing that the staff and Church’s are doing well.  I observed a 
conversation he was having with a technician here at Gold.  He was so 
personally interested in that man, asking very pertinent questions about 
his job, his equipment and about the staff member as a person.  I have 
never seen someone in such a high executive position, exemplify such a 
human nature.   At the time Mr. Miscavige was unaware of several people 
watching him, and so obviously didn’t realize that what we observed 
almost put us into tears.  He was and is so kind and caring.   I mention this 
as statements professing otherwise are so far removed from reality that it 
would make me laugh if it weren’t so personally offensive to me.  
 
We are gearing up for an even bigger year then the one just past!  And like 
the years past the increase in production and expansion will be 
exponential.  In a succinct statement— I love helping those who help 
others!  This is why I do what I do in working here at and with the staff of 
Golden Era Productions. If you are going to report about Mr. Miscavige 
and my Church then you need to come out here and see for yourself. 
 
Thank you.  
       Krystal  


